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The PA series air cooled press, have different models for width 

from 300 mm to 2100 mm 

1.Used for pvc belt etc. thermoplastic belt materials portable 

splice press, light weight and with flight case as standard pack-

ing, is easily removed to any where for job site use

2.Fast splicing: include heating time and cooling time, only 9-12 

mins.

3.All In one design: the press has an integrated air-cooling 

system and also air compressor inside, to ensures that the belt 

is quickly cooled down and auto press on, without water pump 

or additional air compressor.

4.Light weight

5.Easy to use and assemble, how to operate pls freely to 

refer to below video.

6.Reliable and automatic temperature control with time 

control (in one meter, also you can set by yourself), air 

pressure controller (set the air pressure and display the 

current pressure) 

7.Voltage: 220v or 380v, if special voltage pls freely to 7.Voltage: 220v or 380v, if special voltage pls freely to 

inform us.



PA300-PA600-PA900
    PA1200-PA1500

PA1200H-PA1500H
PA1800H-PA2100H

Inside to reach the required temperature. Melted material might flow away or discolor and fabrics might shrink. To avoid this problem,
the preheat option can be used. This option heats the belt up (outside and inside ) to a temperature just below the melting temperature.
After the preheat stage, the inside splice temperature can be reached much quicker, minimizing the risk for unwanted flow of material,
discoloring or fabric shrinkage.
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This application procedure is not intended to supersede any company construction or safety standards. This procedure is 

offered only to illustrate safe application for the individual. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES MAY RESULT IN 

PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.

Do not modify this product under any circumstances.

This product is intended for use by trained technicians only. This product should not be used by anyone who is not familiar 

with, and not trained to use it.

When working in the area of energized lines, extra care should be taken to prevent accidental electrical contact.

For proper performance and personal safety, be sure to select the proper size PREFORMED product before application.For proper performance and personal safety, be sure to select the proper size PREFORMED product before application.

PREFORMED products are precision devices. To insure proper performance, they should be stored in cartons under cover 

and handled carefully.


